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Clue 3

Dog Tooth Split Unit

Note: This unit uses the Creative Grids Two Peaks in 

One ruler. If you do not have this ruler, use your 

preferred technique for a 60º tall half triangle method 

or look at alternate cutting directions. This unit will 

finish at 2” x 4” and 2½” x 4½ ” unfinished. 

Tip: If using two or more blue fabrics, like light blue 

and dark blue. Then place all the light blue fabric with 

the wrong side down and all the dark blue fabric with 

the wrong side up when cutting for a more consistent 

final pattern instead of placing wrong sides together as 

mentioned in step 2. 

1. Cut a 4 ½” strip by width of fabric.

2. The blue tall half triangles have a right and left side. 

To get the right and left sides, line wrong sides 

together of the blue 4 ½” strips together then use 

the smaller triangle on the ruler to cut the right 

triangle. Cut 48 left side and cut 48 right side 

pieces. 

3. Repeat with white fabric, cut 48 left side and cut 48 

right side pieces.

4. Line one blue and one white piece along the 

longest side and stitch a quarter inch seam.

5. Press seam open.

Make 48 white and blue left Dog Tooth Split Units and 

48 white and blue right Dog Tooth Split Units. As 

shown below. 

2” x 4” finished, 2½” x 4½” unfinished.

Alternate Cutting Directions: If you do 

not have the Two Peaks in One 

Creative Grids ruler. Cut 48 blue and 48 

white 2¾” x 5¼” rectangles. Stack 4-6 

blue rectangles wrong side up and cut 

corner to corner once (from the bottom 

right to upper left), until 24 rectangles 

have been cut. The remaining 24 

rectangles are place wrong side down 

and cut corner to corner. Make sure to 

place the rectangle in the same 

orientation each time. Repeat with the 

white rectangles. Mark a ½” from the 

skinny point on the white triangles. Line 

the blue triangle short edge to the mark. 

Sew and press seam open. 

Wrong sides together 

(shown offset to show 

both layers.)
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Dog Tooth Split Cut Size
Number 

of Strips
Quantity

Blue

4 1/2" x width 

of fabric
4 48 R & 48 L

White

4 1/2" x width 

of fabric
4 48 R & 48 L

This quilt pattern is for personal use 

only. No sharing or teaching of this 

pattern by any means without written 
permission from the author.


